
CAP 2017-2018-MID-YEAR STAFF SURVEY: OPEN ANSWER RESPONSES:

What are two things you enjoy most about working in the CAP program?

1 The students and staff and the opportunity to be creative and have fun in the PBLS ED

2 Working with children & learning new educational material ED

3 The interaction with the kids ED

4 I enjoy doing the project activities with the students and participating with them during gym time. ED

5 doing projects with the children and helping them with their homework. ED

6
1- working with the children and seeing them grow.   2- serving the community and continuing to learn more 

about it.
ED

7 The interaction with the kids and the lessons I teach. ED

8 1. Working with my CAP colleagues. 2. PBL activities ED

9 Relationship with kids.  Relationship with co_workers ED

10 The Staff and The Students ED

11
We work well together wherever and whenever it is needed. There is a great embrace of community, respect 

and achievement whether it's homework, art , exhibitions etc.
ED

12 Friendly environment & enjoying time with the children ED

13 Everyone is friendly and helpful with what ever you need. ED

14 Working with children and learning from one another on how we can be better ED

15 Students and staff ED

16 The kids are amazing to be around. The staff are all nice and feel at home ED

17 The team & activities ED

18 Access to dreamers and doers / Ability to grow by helping others do the same ED

19
I mostly enjoy getting to bounce ideas off of the students and other staff about the kinds of projects they want 

to do. I also like being involved with all of the classes and getting to see everyone's progress.
ELC

20 The kids are great and showing them new things ELC

21 working together with my assistants and the students ELC

22 I enjoy working with the children, and seeing them grow. ELC

23 Learning from teachers and working with them, and assisting teaching children and watch them learning. ELC

24
Helping the students in their education process. Also I’m learning of the different aspects of working with 

children. 
ELC

25 working with students and doing projects ELC

26 I enjoy working with the students and learning with them ELC

27 I love the kids I teach! So with that I enjoy teaching them and watch them grow academically. ELC

28
I absolutely enjoy interacting with my first graders and getting to be part of their education. I truly enjoy my 

colleagues, they’re very supportive and always willing to give an extra hand.
ELC

29 Been with the youngest kids and also have the chance to interact with their parents and help them as a family. ELC

30 We work as a team and we receive help from everyone ELC
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CAP 2017-2018-MID-YEAR STAFF SURVEY: OPEN ANSWER RESPONSES:

What are two things you enjoy most about working in the CAP program?

31 Creating a great relationship with the students & working with the staff at JFK JFK

32 The staff and the kids JFK

33

Being allowed to teach the class about real world problems and solutions that I feel are really important is 

something I enjoy about the CAP program. I'm given the flexibility to come up with a lesson plan that can make a 

huge impact on these children's lives, and that is simply amazing to me. I also I also enjoy the constructive 

feedback I am given when necessary. Being that this is my first year and a lead teacher, there are some aspects 

that I know I can grow in, and I feel as though I am given much support in that regards. 

JFK

34 Interaction with the students, collaborating with my fifth grade colleague and the JFK Site Director, JB. JFK

35
Interaction with the students and collaborating with fifth grade colleague. JB works extremely hard and Adriana 

is always helpful and accommodating to our needs. They are great leaders and have great passion.
JFK

36 Helping and team work JFK

37 Working with the students JFK

38 Working with the age group I feel most comfortable with and rye clay art center JFK

39 The close relationship with the director and the kids. JFK

40 Creating fun projects for kids and the kids enjoying the projects. JFK

41 I enjoy being a positive role model to the students and I enjoy connecting with the parents. JFK

42
Two things enjoy in the CAP program is the working with students and encouraging them to do well in school. 

Another thing I enjoy most is making connections with the kids. It’s heart warming when students awkowledge 

and enjoy their work during afterschool time! 

JFK

43
I love seeing the kids enjoy the projects that they do. I also appreciate that my opinions are taken into 

consideration. 
JFK

44
Conversations with students outside of the usual classroom setting, Being afforded the opportunity to work with 

students on new and exciting projects 
MS

45 Working with port Chester students MS

46
1. The interaction with the child and their family. 2. The ability to foster students and staff passion on a daily 

basis 
MS

47 Working with the students and my colleagues MS

48 Seeing the kids happy and working hard. MS

49
My co workers/ director and the students! I love working with everyone. It is a great community feeling of care 

for the whole child
MS

50 Helping children.   I enjoy working with my CAP team. MS

51 The students and being able to work in an environment where I do things I enjoy MS
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CAP 2017-2018-MID-YEAR STAFF SURVEY: OPEN ANSWER RESPONSES:

If you could implement change to the CAP program, what would you like to see or experience?

1 I wish we could go on more trips but I know that time and money pose problems with that. ED

2 Have more physical/mental activity for the children such as Zumba , yoga , chess , cooking class and /or sowing ED

3 I would Have to think about that more in depth ED

4
I would extend the time, make sure the supplies are in on time and that we have more assistants, so when the 

coach is gone for gym I'm not by myself. Or we could have volunteers on a regular basis.
ED

5

I would like to see more tutoring for the students academically. Many of the children are below grade level in 

both reading and math. It would be fantastic if we could fill in the gaps. I would like to see more enrichment such 

as science. The children would also benefit from field trips to give them more experiences. 

ED

6 it would be great to offer the kids more physical activities like sports and having interclass sports  championships ED

7 More time to come together as a whole program with the kids, maybe playing games or doing lessons. ED

8
More enrichment activities because right now the students only get computer one afternoon and physical 

education one afternoon. 
ED

9 Have meeting with the others schools because is important share experiences.  ED

10 I would probably like to have one exhibition at the end of the year instead of two ED

11 I don't have an answer  for this question would have to think about it. ED

12 Swimming ED

13 Swimming for the children ED

14 Outside activities ED

15 Field Trips ED

16 The cap program should go back to their original time from 3-6 ED

17 More time ED

18 Opportunities to venture out into the community and take action. ED

19

I would like to see more interaction between the sites.  I think doing something like the former PD days where all 

the sites could sit and share what has been happening helps build stronger ties as one team. It always helped to 

hear about the kinds of things the other sites did to improve their environment in regards to the students or staff 

issues.

ELC

20
More activities. The kids don’t have gym or an art teacher and it’s not fair to expect the assistants and leads to be 

able to fulfill all of that with all of the other things we have to do
ELC

21 more respect and appreciation for the teachers ELC

22 Kids don't eat much of what is served for snupper. ELC

23
For the time we have available, our program is suficiente, but if we could extend our hours it would be great to 

ad arts and sport activities. 
ELC

24
Aside of helping the students with their homework, it will be nice if the teacher reinforce giving a little lesson in 

math or writing.
ELC

25 I wouldnt change anything ELC

26 I would request some planning time ELC

27
I would love to see more activit for the kids! They expend  too much time in the classroom. They need to do 

more activities out of the classroom. 
ELC

28 Probably make the program an hour longer. ELC

29 I would love to have teachers for PE and Art or another physical activity. ELC

30 Swimming for the kids ELC
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CAP 2017-2018-MID-YEAR STAFF SURVEY: OPEN ANSWER RESPONSES:

If you could implement change to the CAP program, what would you like to see or experience?

31 More staff available for assistance, better listening & respect from the students JFK

32 Variety in activities and more staff JFK

33

I know we have a limited staff, and I am more than capable of handling my class on my own, but I know the 

program would benefit with extra sets of hands to help out in the classrooms. When I have an assistant, it makes 

my life immensely easier and benefits the class as a whole. I know this is difficult change to implement, but that 

would be my change in an ideal world. 

JFK

34

There needs to be a variety of extra curricular activities (art, dance, physical education). It is tough for 5th graders 

to stay in one classroom for two hours, Monday-Thursday.  I strongly believe that children need to play to 

increase mindfulness and academic growth.  

JFK

35

I would change the fact that their are not enough extra curricular activities. The program used to include dance, 

art, and physical education. The students have expressed that they miss those activities and often feel tired of 

the program and the everyday structure. After a full day of school the students have grown tired of sitting in the 

classroom and would like to get out and express themselves differently. 

JFK

36 I just been hired, I'm not sure yet JFK

37

More activities for students. Especially gym. After being in school all day, students need the opportunity to be 

outside and do physical activity. There should be two teachers in every classroom. Each after school group is a 

mix of students from different classes that need the most help, academically. For use to give them the help they 

need, two adults would be ideal. 

JFK

38
To provide the appropriate amount of staffing necessary for such a big program especially with the children who 

need more supervision. Without it the setting itself is dangerous for both staff and the students.
JFK

39 More specials outside the classroom. JFK

40 More staff! JFK

41 An increase in staff and staff training. JFK

42

I think we could use more communication as a staff whole. Since we are such a small staff I think is it hard to find 

one another at the site. Also I would love to see more activities that can keep the children engaged. Such a 

psychical education, arts and crafts, swimming! 

JFK

43 More activities for the students and staff JFK

44 Tech that is readily available and in working order to cut down on wasted time MS

45 Better support from carver center building MS

46 I would like to see more opportunity for staff development. MS

47 Less phone activity MS

48 I think  the program is awesome and doesn't need to change. MS

49 The only change I would implement is being able to work with more of the children in different capacities MS

50 I would love to see more kids excited about the various electives.   MS

51 Using more of the space that's not currently available MS
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